
weddingsKNOT JUST ANY DAY
PRESENTS



WEDDING PLANNING
There are so many decisions in the beginning of the planning process. Let KJAD help you find the right locations, 
vendors and styles to help make your wedding day what you’ve always wanted. We will walk you through the big 

decisions you’ll need to get going, and then assist you along the way to carry out your ideas.

Service begins as soon as you are ready (the earlier the better) and includes: 
Vendor referrals & participation in all vendor meetings - initial and follow-ups

Assist with wedding style design and visualization
Development of a detailed timeline early on

Walk-throughs at selected site(s)
Consultations at the KJAD studio or phone/video chat

Day-of event staffing by at least 2 members of our team
Set-up and collection of important items and decor 
Ceremony rehearsal coordination and management

And... we will even help you pick the best cake... mmm, we love cake!

$3,500

Yay! You’re engaged... Let’s get started!

COORDINATION
You've made all of the major decisions and your wedding is just weeks away.  Now, KJAD will jump in and create a 

detailed timeline, reach out to vendors, solidify set-up details, and make all of the necessary arrangements so that your 
celebration is a stress-free experience for you, your family and guests. Whether we’re by your side or

behind-the-scenes, we’ll take care of things so you can enjoy it all.

Service begins approximately 8 weeks before your wedding date and includes: 
Personal outreach to vendors 

Development of a detailed timeline
Consultations at the KJAD studio or phone/video chat

A walk-thru at your venue
Day-of event staffing by at least 2 members of our team

Set-up and collection of important items and decor 
Ceremony rehearsal coordination and management

$2,800

You made the plans, let us handle the details!

BRIDAL ASSISTANT
On the day of your wedding you’ll have an extra set of hands and an experienced wedding coordinator to help lead you 

in the right direction, answer questions, handle last minute changes and keep everyone on track. 
 

Up to 6 hours of assistance - you choose when you need us the most. 

$1,850

You may not know what you need right now, but come day of, we’ve got you covered.



PHOTOGRAPHY
WEDDING

ONE
$2,800 $3,500 $4,250 $6,000$5,250
1 PHOTOGRAPHER

ONLINE GALLERY
for printing, downloading, 
sharing and more

5 HOURS

TWO

ONLINE GALLERY
for printing, downloading, 
sharing and more

7 HOURS

2 PHOTOGRAPHERS

THREE

ONLINE GALLERY
for printing, downloading, 
sharing and more

ENGAGEMENT 
SESSION
2 hours - you pick the place

ENGAGEMENT 
SESSION
2 hours - you pick the place

9 HOURS

2 PHOTOGRAPHERS

FOUR

ENGAGEMENT 
SESSION
2 hours - you pick the place

10” X 10”
WEDDING ALBUM
20 lay flat pages

10” X 10”
WEDDING ALBUM
20 lay flat pages

ONLINE GALLERY
for printing, downloading, 
sharing and more

11 HOURS

2 PHOTOGRAPHERS

FIVE

12” X 18”
standout
print mounted to hard backing 
ready to hang without a frame

UP TO A 20” X 30”
standout
print mounted to hard backing 
ready to hang without a frame

12” X 12”
WEDDING ALBUM
20 lay flat pages

ENGAGEMENT 
SESSION
2 hours - you pick the place

ONLINE GALLERY
for printing, downloading, 
sharing and more

ALL DAY

2 PHOTOGRAPHERS

NEED MORE TIME?
Add additional hours for

$200/hour/photographer.

These packages offer our most popular 
services at the best value and can be 

customized to fit your needs.

From the little details to the big 
celebrations, Knot Just Any Day will 

capture you enjoying it all on your 
wedding day.



A LA CARTE
ENGAGEMENT

SESSION
BRIDAL 

SHOWER
1 PHOTOGRAPHER

2 HOURS
you pick the place

ONLINE GALLERY
for printing, downloading, 

sharing and more

$500

1 PHOTOGRAPHER

2 HOURS
let us know when you’d like 

us to be there

ONLINE GALLERY
for printing, downloading, 

sharing and more

$400

for photo packages ONLY
EXTRA TIME

per photographer
$200| HR

WEDDING ALBUMS
12” X 12”

20 lay flat pages

$500
DUPLICATES $350

10” X 10”
20 lay flat pages

$450
DUPLICATES $300

8.5” X 11”
20 lay flat pages

$400
DUPLICATES $275

$650
41 GUESTS & ABOVEUP TO 40 GUESTS

$500

DISPLAY SHOWER SET-UP
let us handle the gifts so you can enjoy your guests

SHORTER 
WEDDING

per photographer
$600| HR
for weddings 1-4 hours long



KEEPSAKE FOOTAGE OR A DOCUMENTARY-STYLE FILM
SELECT THE STYLE THAT FITS YOUR NEEDS:

Package One
Video coverage of specific events throughout your day,
including full ceremony and up to three hours at your reception 

Package Two
Documentary-style film that tells the story of your day
in a short format that you’ll watch over and over again

Package Three
A combination of Packages One and Two

ONE
$2,250

EDITED HD FILM
short film format
delivered on vimeo.com

COMPLETE 
FOOTAGE
full length coverage of special 
events throughout the day 
delivered through file transfer site

COMPLETE 
FOOTAGE
full length coverage of special 
events throughout the day 
delivered through file transfer site

EDITED HD FILM
short film format
delivered on vimeo.com

LICENSED MUSIC
that fits the feel & emotions of 
your wedding day 

LICENSED MUSIC
that fits the feel & emotions of 
your wedding day 

PRO AUDIO &
MULTI-CAMERA PRO AUDIO &

MULTI-CAMERA
PRO AUDIO &
MULTI-CAMERA

$3,500
TWO

WEDDING COVERAGE 
ceremony & up to 3 hours of 
reception coverage

WEDDING COVERAGE 
coverage length based on day-of 
timeline - usually paired with 
photography timeline

WEDDING COVERAGE 
coverage length based on day-of 
timeline - usually paired with 
photography timeline

2 VIDEOGRAPHERS 2 VIDEOGRAPHERS

$4,250
THREE

1 VIDEOGRAPHER

ENJOY OUR WEDDING FILMS
www.knotjustanyday.com/weddingfilms

VIDEOGRAPHY
WEDDING

NEED MORE TIME?
Add additional hours for
$600/hour



TRAVEL
We love traveling for weddings and engagement sessions! No location is too far. 
Tell us about your plans and we will work with you to create a custom travel quote 
that fits your event. Travel expenses are all-inclusive and can be added to any 
service.

#destinationKJAD

DESTINATION WEDDING AND ENGAGEMENT SERVICES



STATIONERY
CUSTOM

Have an idea of what you are looking for but just can’t seem 
to find it? Or are you not sure where to get started?

Either way, contact us to set up a meeting to go over design ideas, 
products, paper and color selection. Once we see what your stationery 

needs are, we will create a custom quote for you.

Prices vary and are based on number of guests, paper type,
additional printing services and turnaround time. 

KJAD’s stationery 
products are custom 
designed to match 

your unique wedding 
day style. We will 

make sure that the 
design process is easy 

and the results are 
beautiful.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE PRODUCTS WE CAN
CREATE TO COMPLEMENT YOUR WEDDING:

Save-the-Dates
Magnets

Formal Invitations
RSVP Cards

Bridal Shower Invites

Thank You Cards
Direction Cards

Ceremony Programs
Escort Cards

Table Numbers

Menu Cards
Table Signs

Addressing Services
Envelopes/Pocketfolds
Enclosures/Wax Seals



KNOT JUST ANY REVIEWS
“Hiring KJAD was BY FAR 

the BEST wedding planning 
decision we made.”

Kaitlin + Matt

“Our wedding was an 
AMAZING day, and the 

KJAD team played a big role 
in making that possible.”

Mallory + Joe

“FELT LIKE PART OF 
THE FAMILY!”

Crystal + Jesse

“The KJAD team did much more than 
take photographs during our big day; 

they helped keep our day on track, 
provided us with lots of wedding 

wisdom, and made everyone
feel at ease.”

Noelle + Ryan

“I can’t possibly put into words how 
amazing our wedding day was with the 

help of KJAD’s wedding coordination. I’m 
afraid to think of what it would have been 
like without them. They were absolutely 

one of the most valuable parts of our 
day and KJAD holds a special place in 
our hearts! They’re great at what they 

do and they exceeded our expectations 
from start to finish!”

Kearston + Uriah

“My fiancé and I couldn’t have been 
happier with our engagement photos 
from KJAD. The team is SO much fun 

to work with, and they make it so easy! 
We’re incredibly grateful to have them as 
our photographers, and can’t wait to see 

what they do for our wedding.”

Julianna + Cody

“Everyone at KJAD is exceedingly 
professional, while also being incredibly 

fun, kind, and thoughtful. In addition 
to getting such great services for our 
wedding, we feel like we made some 

amazing friends as well!”

Nikki + Mike

“I can still vividly recall meeting with 
KJAD for the very first time at their 

studio. I knew exactly what I envisioned 
for my fall wedding, and KJAD turned 
that vision into a magical reality. From 
our stationary, to our display shower, to 
the photography, and incredible custom 
made donut wall, KJAD simply mastered 

every single detail. KJAD was by my 
side for the entire day/night. I cannot 
thank them enough for how flawless 
everything was. Let alone, FUN! So, 

thank you KJAD for turning my visions 
into a fairytale wedding, and know 

that not only will I always consider you 
my favorite photographers, but more 

importantly, my forever friends.”

Shana + Myer



If you have any questions or would like to book our services for your wedding,
let us know. Thanks so much - we can’t wait to be a part of your wedding!

knotjustanyday@gmail.com  570.550.0680
KNOT
JUST
ANY
DAY Packages and products are subject to 6% PA state sales tax.

THANKS
SO MUCH!


